
Tuesday November 29th

Quizzes 3.6 & 3.7 (Photosynthesis & Respiration) This 
Thursday/Friday!

Lab 10 due right now!
Unit 3 Test Tuesday December 6!

Starter:       
Describe the light dependent and Light independent 
reactions of photosynthesis. How are they related?



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Standard Objectives:

•  Identify the cell type and the organelle required for 
cellular respiration

•  Identify the reactants and products of the          
cellular respiration chemical reaction

•  Describe the purpose of the sub-reactions of      
cellular respiration



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Location Location Location:

•  Cell respiration occurs in all cells!
•  Breakdown of glucose for energy



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Location Location Location:

•  Cell respiration starts in cytoplasm
à moves to mitochondria! (found in both plan & animal cells)



3.7 Cellular Respiration
General Reaction:

	 	 	 	 				_____	

______	+		______	à	______	+	______	+	______	O2 C6H12O6 36 ATP H2O CO2

ADP + P



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Three Sub-Reactions:

Glycolysis Reaction:
•  Initial breakdown of glucose
•  Glucose is split into two molecules of pyruvate
•  Occurs in cell’s cytoplasm

Glucose à 2 pyruvate



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Kreb’s Cycle Reaction:
•  Pyruvate moves into the mitochondria
•  Pyruvate is broken down to co2 through many chemical 

reactions in the mitochondria
•  Energy from pyruvate bonds transferred to bonds of atp

Pyruvate            co2 + High-Energy Electrons



Kreb’s Cycle Reaction
 



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Electron Transport Chain:
•  High-Energy electrons move through series of reactions 

called ETC
•  Reactions release energy and O2 receives electrons; energy 

is transferred electrons to Adp + P to make ATP

High-energy electrons + O2 + ADP + P à ATP + H2O



Electron Transport Chain
 



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Flow of Energy in Photosynthesis:

ADP + P
(Lower energy)

Atp
(higher energy)

Energy is 
transferred 

from 
glucose bonds

Energy from
Atp bonds,

Released to
Aid Chemical 

reactions in the 
cell



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Limiting Factors of Cellular Respiration:
A limiting factor is any factor that will decrease the rate of 
cell  respiration:
1. Glucose:

Cannot transfer energy to make ATP from ADP + P

2. O2:
Cannot receive electrons in ETC to transfer energy to Adp à ATP



3.7 Cellular Respiration
Standard Objectives:

•  Identify the cell type and the organelle required for 
cellular respiration

•  Identify the reactants and products of the          
cellular respiration chemical reaction

•  Describe the purpose of the sub-reactions of      
cellular respiration


